
ABOUT CfPIE
Learn from the Leader

In a life sciences industry that has faced nearly $15 billion in fines and 
compliance-related settlements over the last several years, The Center 
for Professional Innovation & Education (CfPIE) is a better alternative 
for maintaining high standards, protecting industry reputations, 
and enhancing personal growth. Since 2001, we have embraced a 
singular goal—to provide the highest quality education to life science 
professionals. Today, as the global leader in quality life sciences 
training, we offer the largest range of course options for professional 
development in pharmaceutical, medical device, biotech, and skin/
cosmetics disciplines. We are dedicated to enriching that reputation by 
conveying content relevant to the needs of individuals and organizations 
facing intense scrutiny in those highly technical disciplines.

Go to http://www.cfpie.com

Go to “REGISTER” and select your course.

Create an account and register for your course.
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http://www.CfPIE.com

HOW TO REGISTER

PAYMENT
$2150.00 PER PERSON

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT

The Center for Professional Innovation & Education, Inc. 
7 Great Valley Parkway

Suite 295
Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355

If you register at least thirty days in advance you will receive a 
$200 discount on the course.

ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS
Contact us at 610-648-7550 or info@cfpie.com for 
information regarding partnership discounts or how your 
organization can become a partner with CfPIE.

CANCELLATION POLICY
All cancellations must be in writing and are subject to a 
$350.00 cancellation fee. If cancellations are made more than 
30 days prior to the course, a refund less the cancellation 
fee will be provided. If cancellations are made less than 30 
days prior to the course, a voucher good for attendance at an 
upcoming course will be provided. The voucher, which can be 
used by the registrant or anyone else within his/her company, 
will be valued at the registration fee minus the $350.00 
cancellation fee.

If a registered attendee does not cancel and fails to attend, 
neither a refund nor voucher will be issued. All course 
cancellations must be in writing and emailed sent to info@
cfpie.com. Registrants are responsible for contacting the hotel 
and canceling their room reservations.

CFPIE reserves the right to alter the venue, if necessary.

Substitution Policy - Classroom Courses

Substitutions are accepted at no penalty with written 
notification from the original registrant in advance of course. 
All substitution requests must be in writing and emailed to 
info@cfpie.com.

CfPIE also offers on-site courses for 10 or more 
attendees. Contact us at info@cfpie.com.

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course explores the international challenges of trial 
records management: people, culture, and systems. With 
so many trials occurring in Brazil, Russia, India, China, South 
Korea and Turkey, as well as the US, Canada and Europe, 
the confluence of cultures presents unique challenges. This 
course offers suggestions for building a workable, sustainable 
system for clinical documents and data with practical 
templates, processes and solutions to common problems. 
This course also reviews the range of documentation that 
sponsors and sites need to control and generate for a 
successful outcome. It also addresses what to do with records 
once a trial is complete.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Conducting clinical trials and accruing accurate and viable 
data is the most expensive component of the drug 
development paradigm. Clinical teams are held accountable 
to ensure the most efficient and effective delivery of high 
quality data from each and every trial that they complete. 
Even in this day of electronic data transfer for many aspects 
of a trial, how those data are collected, reviewed, archived 
and retrieved has become a logistical nightmare for many 
clinical teams. This course aims to support all those team 
members who touch some aspect of clinical documentation in 
understanding the importance of the data/paper flow based 
on the specifics of their clinical protocol and existing systems. 

Clinical Document Management 
– A Trial-by-Trial Approach to 

Compliance

INSTRUCTOR:  KAY MONROE

Please refer to our website for
upcoming course dates and times



Overview
• The Regulatory environment as it relates to trial

documentation
• Requirements for the protocol and the geographical area

of testing
• Roles and Responsibilities of the Sponsor, the Investigator,

the CRO
• Documentation Systems: Paper, Electronic and Hybrid
• Leadership Skills

Case Study Exercise
• Using study basics (protocol and transfer of obligations

document), create your clinical team and the roles/
responsibilities for each

• Create a RACI document and Communication matrix for
the team

SOPs
• What SOPs are needed?
• Who is responsible for the SOPs?
• Training on SOPs, other study procedures and the

process/system for managing trial documentation

Essential Documents & Trial Master File
• What are Essential Documents and what drives the list for

your trial?
• Creating and Customizing your Essential Document List
• Differences between the Essential Document List and the

TMF
• Strategies for managing documents at multiple sites

SECOND DAY

FIRST DAY

Trial Conduct – Managing the Day-to-Day Documents
• Establishing a reliable baseline
• How to manage data generated during the trial
• The case report form book
• Data collection, records of verification (QA/QC)
• Lab information
• What to do with data/observations not on

protocol
• Handling amendments to the protocol and

adjustments to data collection activities
• Monitoring reports – who generates, reviews,

sees? Where do they go?
• Deviations – who conducts, reviews, archives?
• Correspondence during the trial
• Agendas and minutes generated during the trial

Continuing Case Study Exercise
• Resolve documentation questions and issues

from sites, PI’s and monitors
• Utilize the system built thus far to ensure

consistent document management

Trial Closeout
• What data/documents need to come together?
• Retiring SOPs when the trial is over
• Who keeps what records after the trial?
• Transmitting data for analysis and the regulatory

submission process
• What to do with trial data after closeout. Who

owns it? How is it accessible?

GCP Audits – Before, during and after the Trial
• Preparing for them and conduct during an audit
• What an auditor looks for
• Auditing reports – who generates, reviews, sees?
• Where do they go?

INSTRUCTOR CREDENTIALS
Kay Monroe is an industry consultant working for her own firm, 
Cayman Scientific Consulting, LLC, now based in Connecticut. She has 
extensive experience in R&D across multiple therapeutic areas and 
specializes in Project Management roles. Her career includes roles as a 
Global PM for the development of a drug for diabetic neuropathy and 
for a novel cardiovascular therapy, implementation of a Project 
Management Office for a combination drug/device firm, support of 
migration, validation and documentation for A RIM solution and Global 
VP of Operations for the US Division of a Danish company focused on 
CNS therapies. Kay has also consulted with different non-profits 
working in malaria drug development.

Kay currently works with a start-up company developing psychedelics 
for psychiatric and neurological disorders and supports them as Chief 
Operating Officer. She holds a BS in Animal Science from UC Davis and 
an MBA from Golden Gate University in San Francisco.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Companies in the business of conducting clinical trials must understand 
that each trial is different and requires trial-specific processes for 
gathering data, managing it, transporting it to the right place and 
archiving it. Trials require a complete web-work of documents and 
records, from contracts, protocols, investigator brochures, and 
standard operating procedures, to data collected during the conduct of 
the trial and transmitted to the Sponsor for analysis and regulatory use. 
Even if a Sponsor has a robust document management system, to be 
successful, a clinical trial must address records management unique to 
the study itself and incorporate the various resources allocated to the 
conduct of the trial. By the end of the course, participants should be 
able to do the following:

Understand the documentation requirements for a trial based on the 
protocol and the geographical location
Review and assess documentation needs in the context of paper, 
electronic and hybrid document management systems
Understand the roles and responsibilities of the team members with 
regards to the trial documentation; understand those roles from the 
Sponsor, site and CRO perspective
Determine what SOPs are required to run the trial and who has 
responsibility for them
Know what the Essential Document list should be for the protocol you 
are testing
Understand what the Trial Master File is made of and how this is 
different from the Essential Document list
Be prepared for audits; site, CRO and in-process trial audits

HOTEL INFORMATION
The Hilton LAX, Los Angeles, CA (CfPIE room rate of $167/night if booked 3 weeks 
in advance of the course date)
The Desmond Hotel & Conference Center, Malvern, PA (CfPIE room rate of $141/
night if booked 3 weeks in advance)
Club Quarters Hotels, Boston, MA (CfPIE room rate of $255/night if booked 4 
weeks in advance).
DoubleTree by Hilton London - Victoria (CfPIE room rate of £199.00/night if 
booked 4 weeks in advance)




